Plainfield Co-op Peer Audit
Summary Report
October 8, 2020

Audit team: Jeanie Wells, Brittany Baird,
James Morrell, & Leslie Watson

Thank you so much for welcoming us to
your lovely co-op last month for our
combined in-person and video tour and
store assessment. We appreciated your
openness and really enjoyed getting to
experience your co-op.
As is always the case with an audit, and as
you already know from our initial debrief
with you a couple weeks ago, we viewed
the store with a critical lens and identified
numerous areas for improvement. As you
read this report, please know that we really appreciate the care and effort that you have put into
building and sustaining your co-op, and applaud your success in giving many years of service to your
community. Everyone on the Columinate team saw solid potential for you to make some changes
that will help you to serve your community even better, and all of the following suggestions are
offered in that (cooperative) spirit.
The report has four main sections:
A. A set of suggested key opportunities/action items for short-term and longer-term
improvements.
B. A write-up of individual comments from the audit form, which identify additional potential
action items. (Many of these individual comments are incorporated in Section A.)
C. Some observations from a preliminary review of the financial data
D. Summary results from the board self-assessment survey.
We will be separately providing a brief merchandising guide for small food co-ops.
As discussed during the audit session, the number of ideas that the team offers can be
overwhelming! We suggest that you evaluate these suggestions, prioritize those that make sense for

your co-op, and then make a plan, both within your team and in your follow-up consulting with
James, to (1) address the low hanging fruit and (2) chip away at the rest of the list over time.

Plainfield’s top challenges and priorities, as identified by Peter pre-audit:
•
•
•

Key challenges: (1) financial stability; (2) staff retention; (3) size and location of
building
Short-term priorities: (1) meeting sales targets for the year; (2) stabilizing
finances; (3) attaining staff stability
Mid-term priorities: (1) re-start strategic planning; (2) bring accounting in house.

Initial Impressions
Even as we recognize the challenges of operating a grocery store from your building, we were
universally taken by the homey charm of your co-op. Your community is really fortunate to have
such a wonderful asset, and we would all gladly shop there if we lived in Plainfield!

Best practices or positive features observed:
1.

Charm! We love the New England General Store vibe of this store. So darn cute!

2. Creative Curb-Side! We appreciate the creative responsiveness to the pandemic by using
that cute window for express pickup. It feels a bit like a secret handshake kind of thing, like
you need to know secret password to enter, but the idea is great. We’d be interested to hear
how it has been working.
3. Super Selection! You have a really great selection of products, awesome cheese and dairy
department. It’s great to include some basics in wellness such as Pepto-Bismol, Claritin, and
conventional cat litter. We’d love to see more embrace of that kind of thinking, that is, how to
serve the needs of the community so they don’t have to go elsewhere.
4. Love the Local! We love the emphasis of local products in the product mix. You could shout
it out even more, but you have an awesome selection of local beer, bread, and cheese, for
example.

Top suggested short-term priorities/ “low hanging fruit”:
1.

Master merchandising basics, category analysis, reduce SKUs and lower top shelf
height.
a. Category management, now and in the long-term plan.
b. Learn merchandising and inventory strategies. You are offering a great mix
already! Thin out the stuff that isn’t selling and continue to expand into things that
really serve your community well.
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c. Emphasize Abundance. Emphasize full abundant cases, doors, shelves throughout
but especially on fresh perimeter departments like produce, cheese, meat, small
curated grab and go, baked goods.
2. Assess and re-align categories and products and make near-term shifts in display /
flow. A more in-depth analysis could be done in the follow-up work with James to firm up
your exact plans, but some ideas that came to our team for easy shifts include:
• Have a limited spot in the front for a cup of coffee and baked goods--maybe muffins from
a place in town. At least for the near term, items would need to be “covid-ready” by being
individually wrapped and minimal shared service utensils.
• Could bread move to the current chip shelves, and Wellness up to the front corner
(current curbside)?
• Incorporate the vegan products back into the regular case. The idea of isolating the
vegan food doesn’t work for how many people shop--many non-vegan people will pick up
Tofutti and so on.
• If you condense meat into a single door, that will help with the vegan/vegetarian
stoppers.
• Reduce candle SKUs; generally reduce/focus general merchandise. The holidays are a
great time to package these kinds of items into small gift baskets, etc. After the holidays,
aggressively discount slow movers and keep a very tight and focused amount of general
merchandise, with your primary emphasis on food and food-related items.
• Reduce variety of SKUs in the end cap across from the register--be more focused. The
first end cap might be better served with “Community Deals” -- whatever you are
featuring from KeHE or your distributor says.
3. Tidy things up: Clean trim outside, clean out foyer, clean out all the excess papers all over
the doors, windows, wall behind cashiers.
4. Target your messaging: Messaging and signs shouting out who you are. Can start with
simple signs in foyer and move to larger more permanent branding and signs on the outside
and inside.
5. Begin to master key financial benchmarks: All operational decisions sould be based on
data and best practices. We can provide key benchmarks for your co-op’s size in order to
help all department managers/buyers to help achieve financial results appropriate by
department.
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Top suggested longer-term priorities:
(Some to start now but extend into the long term.)
1.

Embrace and build your identity an accessible, visible community hub: Make Plainfield’s
“best kept secret” less of a secret. It feels like a secret store with a secret entrance and
secret inside category flow.
• Create comfortable, inviting outdoor area such as a wraparound porch or gravel patio
amid the current garden.
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2. Reset the store to emphasize values and create more comfortable/logical shopping
flow:
• Leading with produce helps shoppers build their meals. We wondered if produce and bulk
could switch places.
• Consider buying all new grocery shelving. We suggest all new Lozier shelving (black or
black with wood accents/endcaps) and shelving uprights no higher than 66” in order to
open up sight lines throughout the store. This will provide better merchandising potential
for your volume and easy navigation for your shoppers. (You will be able to tighten up
your sets to fit on lower shelving after you complete your category management work
listed in the short-term priorities section.)
• Would open up sight lines throughout the store, allow you to look through to produce,
etc. You could implement this even in advance of a longer-term produce/bulk flip
flop. (We like the current little wooden units -- like the ones for the herbs, etc. )

3. Continue to target & deepen your messaging: Focus on shouting out core values in vibrant
ways throughout the shopping experience in marketing materials:
• Paint and brand the whole foyer area making it clear who you are and what you are
about, (i.e. Committed to Plainfield since 1975.)
• Branded banners or graphic applications, especially at key sightlines into and throughout
the store to add brand cohesion and reinforce values.
• Bright branded wall behind registers reinforcing who you are and what shoppers support
means: Thank you for your support. With you, we help provide resources and livelihood
to 150 local producers, support our schools in learning more about nutrition and
sustainable farming, and ensure that our community will remain resilient by having
complete local ownership of our own grocery store……
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4. Build steady pathways to growth: Focus on retaining current active members/shoppers
AND strategies for increasing your customer count by targeted mailings, more signage in
town directing people to the secret store., and strategically expanded offerings to draw in
new customers.
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COMPILED AUDIT NOTES
Audit Date: August 2020
A. Approaching & Entering
1. Outside signage is visible and
easy to read.
2. Building, parking lots, sidewalks
and entrances are in good shape.
3. Entrances well-marked and easy
to find; store hours are posted and
easy to read. Store identified as a
co-op.
4. Storefront is attractive and
welcoming; entryway and lobby
are clean, well lit, warm and
inviting.
5. Shopping carts and hand baskets
are easy to find and plentiful

Comments:
EXTERIOR:
• If you know where the co-op is and you get there, the signage
is reasonable. There is signage on the main road, on the
approach, provided perhaps by City. But you need to know
where the co-op is to get there. For people who live in town,
that may not inhibit shopping. But does it engender a sense
of welcome? Could there be a banner below the third story
window that says, “welcome to all”? Or something that
signals there is food inside?
• You have already identified the peeling paint as an issue. It
definitely detracts from the sense of tidiness and order that
you want your store to convey.
• What about adding picnic benches or tables outside? Could
the garden be contained or constrained, while reducing the
height of the plants, perhaps by putting in some smaller
shrubs, etc. Or could you take back the first parking spot to
create a little seating area? A safe outdoor place for people
to gather is especially welcome during a pandemic.
• Could you extend the porch all along the front as a longerterm project, to create a more defined entry? Outdoor
gathering places will likely to be important throughout the
pandemic, but also add value after the crisis is over. This
would make your window walk-up clearly accessible, and
would play up the cozy charm of your co-op, define the
entryway, create a place (post COVID) to sit and have coffee
and a muffin, etc., and other snacks and things that you might
add.
• Even if you can’t build a deck, just add a pea gravel pad with
tables with canopies. You could add a sign that points to the
trail that leads down to the river as well.
FRONT DOOR
• Look for options to replace the tarp on the front entry with a
more permanent wall, esp. if curbside pickup remains in place
for some time, but even if it does not. If it will be in place for
more than six months, consider a large branded banner that
says, “grocery pick-up here, so that it acts as an
advertisement for the service and not a secret service.
• People are more comfortable when they can see and
understand the entrance and it is neat and welcoming.
• The front door has far too much paper. Reserve the front
windows only for essentials: Opening/closing hours and
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special times. Could you create an enclosed bulletin board on
a newly constructed back wall that replaces the tarp?
• Could the door into the store (the maroon door) have a more
inviting feel, or even be left open (move the papers, add a
plant, eliminate all the extraneous paper).
• Attractive, clear signage on the door: “Plainfield Food Co-op:
Welcome!” Make the entrance to your co-op a showcase
rather than an afterthought. Add some local art, a pumpkin in
the fall, some suggestion of merchandising, etc., in the
entryway.
• Longer-term: Consider a glass door.
ENTRYWAY:
• Entryway is the most valuable part of your space and
presentation is poor. The space is not inviting or
understandable to new shoppers. It seems like the backroom,
rather than being welcoming and letting folks know what’s
inside.
• The extraneous paper continues just inside the front
door. Try to move that to the lobby in a glass case, perhaps(See sample community boards). Similar comment for the
door to the community room: Instead of laminated Xerox
paper, have attractive, quality directional signage for the
community room (in and out). Look at MOCO as an
example.
• The initial shelf, just as you walk in, is suggestive of a lack of
vision for merchandising. The discounted items right in the
front door send the wrong message (“things are not fresh
here”).
• The cut melons look like reduced produce, but we understand
they were meant to be a featured item.
• Need ample handbaskets at the front door.
• Your commitment to local community is really evident, but
the story is not really being told effectively by having a
chaotic entrance that is not welcoming. Open it up, have it be
more comfortable, elevate your core value/message.
• Have neat and consistent signage that clearly conveys your
message. Melon example--on display just inside the front
door. That featured item merits an attractive display with
clear signage: “This week’s featured item: local cantaloupe!
• Settle on the key 3-4 things you want people to know about
you (core image): organic, local, convenient, friendly, etc. -let that be easily seen and visible in the entrance and
throughout the store.
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B. Produce
1. Item count is appropriate; variety
is good; good ratio of
organic/conventional/local
2. Products are high quality, fresh,
and well merchandised
3. Coolers are clean and in good
condition; temps are appropriate
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Comments:
• The knee knocker level dry bins below produce is a clever
use but does not work well for shoppers. Better: Have a dry
table with baskets on their side and potatoes spilling out,
colorful squash. Move those onto a Euro table the size of
your current chip table.
• In advance of a potential future move of produce (see midterm strategies above), take a low section in front of
produce and made it a dry rack, do some creative display
Promos are appropriately
work -- could pull it into the middle of the store.
seasonal and well signed
• The chips could then go into a portion of the general store-Signage is eye catching, legible,
you might have six feet once you shrink candles, etc. Also
clean, and COOL compliant
reduce the pumps of liquid soap, etc., and perhaps reduce
Organic and local products are
bulk SKUs to create some space.
clearly differentiated
• Tomatoes, bananas, & avocados in a little corner all need to
Staff members are easily
be up on a table.
identifiable and appear eager to
• The cooler with the small pre-bagged nuts, etc., -- you could
interact with customers.
put those in the vegan space and then expand the visual of
Pricing is appropriate. (Spot check
the fruit case. Fullness is an issue and there is too much
key items)
white in the fruit case. At least do it vertically instead of
horizontally, so that you could move the fruit and make a
wall of fruit. Visual levels and going vertical for both cases.
• Practice basic merchandising strategies: filling in, don’t
ever let us see the back of the case, improving verticality.
• Long-term -- if produce moves to front of store, could you
designate one of the corners for some kind of seasonal
display?
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C. Center Store (including
household & general
merchandise)
1. Products are stocked and faced,
systematically categorized, and
well merchandized.
2. Product mix and selection is
appropriate in size and focus.
3. End caps and promo displays are
full, well merchandized, easy to
shop, and well signed.
4. Shelf tags are present and contain
legible price information.
5. Promo signs, shelf talkers and
informational signs are eye
catching, appropriately sized,
clean and in good condition.
6. Layout is logical, controls foot
traffic, and exposes shoppers to
maximum products.
7. Staff members are easily
identifiable and appear eager to
interact with customers.

Comments:
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Consolidate the Dr. Bronner’s with the bulk soap so that
shoppers know their options and can easily choose.
How often does the candle inventory turn over? Is it worth
the four feet that it occupies? What if you limited to four
candle options: taper, column, votive?
Are you buying so many because you have a minimum you
have to hit? If so, is this a signal that you have too many?
If you wanted to reduce this space to 3 feet, 4 max on
general merchandise, you would free up inventory dollars
and space for faster movers.
Focus general merchandise on things related to food, eating
food, and no more--do not spend precious inventory dollars
on things that do not fit this category.
You have all the tall aisles with soap and candles; the food
takes up less floor space. You are projecting a little bit of a
“Plainfield’s paper, bulk, and candle emporium” vibe.
The shelving for the chips is wrong -- it’s too low. Shelving
is either too high or too low throughout the store.
As part of making space for a euro table in produce, move
chips into a portion of the center store--you might have six
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feet once you shrink candles, etc. Reduce the pumps of
liquid soap, etc. Maybe reduce bulk SKUs to create some
space Apply 80/20 rule, i.e, cut your slowest 20% in every
category and multiface your top-selling items.
Additional comments/suggestions:
• We appreciate the ingenuity of some of the shelving you’ve implemented! But in general,
consider making new shelving a priority as soon as you have a reset plan. (See comments in
priority section for specific shelving suggestions.)

D. BULK

Comments:

1.

•

Clean & well-maintained bins,
including signage (no tape)
2. Appropriately stocked with ample
space for high movers
3. Floor is free from spilled product

•

Bulk is a great service for small town and a great asset in
normal times; dialing in on a strategy for covid times (and in
the sensitivities that may linger for awhile) is critical.
Should there be adjustment for COVID re: scoops, etc.? How
have bulk sales declined since COVID? (This is important for
carts/hand baskets as well.) Scoop bins are a challenge from
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4. Product is fresh and reflects an
appropriate mix and price point.
5. Instructions are clear and
packaging materials are accessible
and well-maintained.

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

E. Wellness
1. Supplements arranged
appropriately (i.e., by manufacturer
or health concern)
2. Good selection with variety of
products and price points

•
•

customer safety/sanitation perspective. Just to make sure
that the co-op is making clear to customers what it is doing to
keep them save.
The bulk bins are generally quite clean. The top of the coffee
bins is dusty.
Are there sanitized v. used scoops in the spice section? [YES]
Not consistently using false fronts in the bulk bins. There are
empty bins with some missing sections.
Too many SKUs? We estimate that you have 112 SKUs in bulk
(not counting coffee, liquids, and spices). Do the turns justify
this number? If not, you are probably cannibalizing your sales
and product will not be fresh. For example, you should
average 5 lbs. per coffee per bin per week; if it is less than
that, it will not be fresh.
Analyze the trajectory for your sales growth -- go through and
do some category management. Consider 80/20 rule.
The wooden shelves communicate the cuteness/quaintness,
but is there also a more focused merchandising philosophy re:
range of price points (good/better/best)
Is repacking some bulk into 1lb. bags possible? Sales
dependent.

Some category management in Wellness might be helpful.
Strategy here seems to be to meet the needs of a wide range
of people (Claritin, Pepto-Bismol), which we really
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3. Clean and well-merchandised
shelves, with tight shelf sets.
4. Friendly, knowledgeable staff

F. Refrigerated Grocery:
1. Immaculate cleanliness with
evidence of good product rotation.
2. Good variety and appropriate mix
in both dairy and non-dairy
categories.
3. Excellent variety of specialty
products. Evidence of
good/better/best (or good/best)
variety in price points.
4. Merchandisers are well-faced with
sensible planogram.

appreciate. This philosophy does not necessarily to every
other category, however. Is that intentional?
• Are you trying to be a neighborhood store that focuses on
local foods? Or a store that meets a wider range of needs in
your community?
• Set seems reasonably sized. Could you move it to the place
where the snacks currently are?
Comments:
• This department is a distinct strength. Generally a really good
selection.
• We like the “keep a cow” apart and farmer signs!
• Currant juice is an unusual item in such a small store.
• Reset all of the meat into the salami/cheese/smoked meat
door. It’s okay for meat to be on top of meat, as long as you
layer properly, according to your state’s health
requirements. It would make for a much better set, and is
more customer friendly. Customers don’t want to crouch
down and scuttle along 12 feet to see all the meat. Better to
stand in front of one four-foot section, see the options and
make a decision. Follow the four-foot rule for meat and all
else. Also, for vegetarians, seeing the meat with the non-meat
products can be disconcerting. There can also be an odor
issue for things like butter.
• There is not a “good” option in milk--it is all “best.” Consider a
half-gallon SKU of lower-cost milk.
• Could do more double facing in milks -- reduce SKUs and
double face.
• Butter on the side is probably not necessary -- two butters
side by side, two horizontal facings.
• This is a really good, distinctly local cheese selection. Kudos
to the buyer! Even your commodity cheese is Cabot.
• Appreciate the mostly/ all-local beer. Worth shouting out!

Additional comments/suggestions:
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G. FROZEN
1. Good variety (product mix and
pricing)
2. Tight shelf sets without products
merchandised on wrong ends
3. Shelves are well stocked and well
faced.
4. Good temperature (ice cream is
not soft)
5. Appropriate signage; minimal tape

Comments:
• Frozen items - some are merchandised on the wrong end
(product is sideways).
• Analyze the movement in the frozen section -- are the number
of SKUs in each category correct? Are you selling through at
the right rate?

H. Deli/Prepared Foods
1. Service case has good variety and
is well merchandised.
2. Case signage is eye catching,
legible, clean and in good shape,
and appropriately sized for
application.
3. Case signage lists ingredients and
clearly differentiates organic
ingredients
4. Grab-n-go has good variety and is
well merchandised.
5. Product labels contain the
appropriate ingredient and allergen
info and have a sell-by date.
6. Service staff are available, friendly,
helpful, and appear eager to
interact with customers.
7. Cases and fixtures are clean and in
good repair.

Comments:
• The grab and go leaves a lot to be desired. (Volume dictates
it can’t be huge but still some rounding out of reliable choices
would be good.)
• Could you source some grab and go items from a nearby
store? Some small co-ops get all of their grab-n-go from
larger co-ops (Durham v. Weaver Street example). Would
Hunger Mountain be an option for you? For example: four
sandwiches or wraps and four compound salads that you
could get 3x per week?
• Don’t go overboard, but just dial it in closely. This would give
a way for people to actually get a meal here, without your
having to produce it. Grab and go is one category that is
doing well in stores during the covid crisis. A small but smart
grab-n-go offering can be a good answer (and would go well
with your new patio!)
• Have a limited spot in the front for a cup of coffee and baked
goods--maybe muffins from a place in town? (Might have
been in place pre-covid—reinstate as soon as appropriate.)
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I. Checkout
1. Adequate staff on hand to handle
volume of business.
2. Check stands are clean and in good
repair.
3. Merchandise is appropriate and
well displayed
4. Informational signs and notices are
clean, legible, and the right size for
the application
5. POS hardware is clean and appears
in good repair
6. Cashiers are available, friendly,
helpful and appear eager to
interact with customers
7. Cashiers know produce codes and
are knowledgeable about the store
& membership

Comments:
• Worn countertop -- replace it and clean up the wall
behind. Have a targeted message here as well.
• What do you want to say in your prime real estate behind the
counter? What message could you put there: Thank you for
supporting your community owned store!
• Instead of misc. paper, mystery rainbow messages, etc.
• It’s totally okay to be funky and unique, but have some
prevailing message or philosophy: Are the Muppets and
lizards, etc. about being family friendly? Then how else can
that show up, so that it helps impart that message?
• Have hand sanitizer that does not require people to pick it up
(pump style instead).
• The current grab-n-go case is not in an ideal spot.

J. Consumer/Member Outreach
1. This co-op shouts the co-op
difference. Community focus is
evident.
2. Service desk staff (or others) are
friendly and available to help.
Membership information is readily
available.

Comments:
• This co-op is definitely different from a big box retailer, but it
doesn’t immediately communicate its co-op difference. If you
stop to read all the papers at the front, you would learn a lot,
but that require a lot of shopper (and creates a jam at your
entryway!)
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3. Informational signs, pamphlets, and •
notices are easy to read, clean, and
in good shape.
4. Health and nutrition info is
•
available and easy to find.
•

Consider simplifying and promoting a clear message about
the co-op difference, and your hometown/community
grocery.
Although not in use due to pandemic, the community room
upstairs is a real asset, and does convey a distinct sense of
community commitment and focus.
See comments in section A. re: excessive clutter in the places
where info, etc. is posted.

Additional comments/suggestions:

K. Back of House
Comments
• Area is free of odors can affect • Receiving is all coming through the back screen door. It’s all
the flavor of perishables.
on a hand truck with no pallets, which is not ideal. There is
Perishable prep area is
plenty of space, though.
immaculate.
• Smelled good because employees were cooking!
• Work methods and working
• There is a lot of backstock; with some category management
conditions are sanitary, safe,
and being able to fill up a whole case through double facings,
and efficient.
etc., you could reduce some of that. Every time you touch
product, it costs money, so reducing that is good.
• Facility adequate for receiving
and processing loads
• Beer and wine backstock seems like a significant security
efficiently and safely. Evidence
risk: it is right by the back door and not locked up!
of good receiving procedures
• Back room stock is organized
for efficient retrieval.
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•

•
•
•

•

Evidence of appropriate
building security and fire
safety.
Public restrooms are clean and
accessible.
Breakroom is clean and
adequately sized.
Required legal notices and
policies (employee purchases,
etc.) are posted and visible.
Employee/management
communication tools are
visible.

•

You have a LOT of alcohol backstock for a co-op this size. Is
the wine shelving on the floor too narrow? Could
demonstrate that the current shelving is really limiting you. If
you can’t fit out a full case of wine, the shelving is
inadequate.

L. OVERALL IMPRESSIONS
Comments:
• Store seems logically organized
• There is so much to like about this store--we would
and flows well
definitely be regulars if we lived near Plainfield!
• Could you have a dedicated seasonal display somewhere
• Moving around the store is as
in the store?
convenient for the customers as
possible
• Stop merchandising the top shelf of tall shelves, to open
up the sight lines. (You can do this even before new
• Floor and aisles are clean and free
shelves or a reset.)
of tripping or slipping hazards
• We wondered whether you had freshly faced the store
• Dept. locator, aisle, and directional
before we arrived--it looked quite good.
signs are accurate and easy to read
• The floor is painted wood and in good condition. Is it
• Signage looks intentional, uses
wooden plank?
colors, fonts, styles consistently
throughout the store, within
• Avoid taping paper on glass and blocking doors/windows
departments, or by type
with signs and paper. Consider bamboo blinds or vinyl
wraps on windows, instead of a mix of fabric panels, etc.
• Fixtures are clean and in good
• Signage is generally all over the place. If you must use
repair
hand-lettered signs, be sure they are neat, consistent, and
• Light levels and consistent and
all lettered by the same person.
light fixtures are all working
• Staff are friendly, knowledgeable,
and accessible
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M. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
Best practices or positive features observed:
1. Charming, homey store with a great vibe
2. Really outstanding selection for a store this size
3. Great selection of local products, especially cheese and beer!
Top suggested short-term priorities/ “low hanging fruit”:
1. Master merchandising basics (including abundance, shelf height, standard practices).
2. Assess and re-align categories and flow.
3. Tidy things up.
4. Target your messaging.
5. Begin to master key financial benchmarks.
Top suggested long-term priorities:
1. Be the community hub (including potential exterior improvement)
2. Reset the store to emphasize values and create more comfortable/logical shopping flow.
3. Continue to target & deepen your messaging.
4. Build steady pathways to growth (relationships + financial stability)

Preliminary notes from review of financials
Below are the rough notes from James’s initial review of the financials. You and he will be able to
review these and consider implications as part of your engagement this fall.
Q: Who made/developed the budget? What was the criteria? It seems to be simply a record of
previous results – there may be opportunity to adjust based on margin/labor etc.
• In the budget summary, Bulk Foods (5%) and Gifts(21%) show the greatest anticipated
increase over 2019…why? [cheese 6% and “other” 9% are also higher]
Q: What department are candles and incense etc. in? There is a lot of real estate/inventory devoted
to non-food but percentage contributions are not high. (gen.merch =2.5% of total, gift 0.8%,
household = 1.7%)
• Grocery = 17.1% of total sales which meets budget target
• When reporting it will be important to carry out percentage data to 0.01. The report lists
store gross margin as 34% but it is actually 33.55% which is a significant difference.
• Total gross margin set at 34% seems low. Could be increased + 2-4%.
• The store net loss for 2020 is equal to -6% of sales
• Expenses are $21,442 over budget: Financial +$3,769, Utilities +$3,515, Supplies +$2,710, and
Wages +$11,580 (which is 27K over previous and 1.7% of sales)
• Body care margin=43.98%
• Gift margin = 27.24% (low – is this on purpose or necessity? It looks like the budget calls for
47% in gifts)
• Many categories are missing their margin targets by 1 or 2%(or more). Grocery, household,
refrigerated, cheese hitting or exceeding targets.
• Days cash = 29.54 (Q: what high ROI investments could be made to increase profitability?)
• EBITDA = -($39,754)
• Labor % of Sales = 26.7%
• MML= 6.85% (this should be doubled)
We would like to see movement reports in all categories. What about inventory and turns?
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Board Self-Assessment:
Below you will find a summary of the board self-assessment survey, which lists each item in
descending order by average score. The right-hand column indicates the standard deviation among
the scores; we typically consider a deviation of 1.0 or more to indicate notable disagreement among
respondents, and perhaps worth some additional inquiry. The survey suggests that the board has
confidence about its performance in its core oversight responsibilities, and that there is a productive
and functional relationship among directors and with Peter. Congratulations! The items that you
scored the lowest—board recruitment, director orientation, member engagement, and clarity around
committee responsibilities—are the same ones that I commonly see boards struggle with. Often,
they are very susceptible to improvement once you collectively realize that they need some work
and can create and implement an action plan for progress. Below I have listed some resources in our
library that you might find useful. Please don’t hesitate to reach out if the board would like schedule
a call to follow up on these survey results: LeslieWatson@Columinate.coop.
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Resources:
Below are some resources in the Columinate library that might help you think through and address
some of the most challenging areas, as identified in your evaluation:
• Committee Charters: https://columinate.coop/committee-charters-field-guide/
• How to Use Committees: https://columinate.coop/how-to-use-committees-to-help-theboard-to-do-board-work/
• Orienting New Directors: https://columinate.coop/orienting-new-directors/
• Board Elections: https://columinate.coop/elections/
• Nominating Board Candidates: https://columinate.coop/nominating-board-candidates/
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•

•

“Using the Board’s Unique Perspective to Increase Owner Engagement,” by Rebecca Torpie:
https://columinate.coop/board-communication-using-the-boards-unique-perspective-toincrease-owner-engagement-and-participation/
“Setting a Process for GM Compensation,” by Carolee Colter & Mark Goehring, Cooperative
Grocer #134 (Jan/Feb 2008), https://www.grocer.coop/articles/setting-process-generalmanager-compensation

Other Education & Training:
Your engagement in the peer audit includes complimentary registration in Columinate’s governancefocused webinars during the remainder of 2020, which include:
• Virtual 101: This is a half-day version of our longstanding foundations for directors course,
which provides a great introduction for new directors and solid refresher for more
experienced directors. Saturday, Nov. 14, from 11-2:30 Eastern. Learn more and register here:
https://columinate.coop/upcoming_events/virtual-cbl-101-2020-11/
• Financial Training for Directors: This four-part webinar series guides attendees through
the basics of financial statements, evaluating financial reporting and budgets, and building
your capacity and confidence to understand and ask questions about operational
performance. – Four Thursdays in November/December, 8-9:15pm. Learn more and register
here: https://columinate.coop/upcoming_events/financial-training-for-directors-q4/
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